“HAWAIIAN WEDDING SONG”

VAMP: A7-D7-G, A7-D7-G

G          D7             G       G7                             C                             G
THIS IS THE MOMENT, -------- I’VE WAITED FOR,
D7             B7             Em
I CAN HEAR MY HEART SINGING,
A7                                        D7
SOON BELLS WILL BE RINGING.

G                                    A7                                        D7
G

THIS IS THE MOMENT .......... OF SWEET ALOHA.

Am
I WILL LOVE YOU LONGER THAN FOREVER,
D7

G
PROMISE ME THAT YOU WILL LEAVE ME NEVER

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REPEAT FOLLOWING 2X

(CHORUS)

G               A7
HERE AND NOW DEAR,
D7                                    G
ALL MY LOVE I VOW DEAR.
G                                   Am

PROMISE ME THAT YOU WILL LEAVE ME NEVER.
D7                                    G
I WILL LOVE YOU LONGER THAN FOREVER.

G7                                    C
NOW THAT WE ARE ONE,
A7                        D7
CLOUDS WON’T HIDE THE SUN,
G            E7       A7
BLUE SKIES OF HAWAII SMILE,
D7                                               G--D7
ON THIS OUR WEDDING DAY

A                                          E7
I DO, (I do) --LOVE YOU(love you),
A7   D7   G
WITH ALL MY HEART.
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